
Reporting on Indigenous issues: 

Getting it right



Workshop Presenter: 
Ntawnis Piapot

Workshop objective: To better empower journalists to 
report on Indigenous issues

• Introduction and overview of JHR 
• Quick statistics on Indigenous people in Canada 
• Terminology
• Truth and Reconciliation - Media’s Responsibility 
• Editorial case studies (Representation in media)
• Tips in the field



Background on JHR:

● JHR is the Canada’s leading development organization...works and 
trains journalists to effectively and objectively report on human 
rights

● Since 2002, JHR has partnered with over 450 media organizations, 
worked in 29 countries and trained more than 15,000 journalists

● Launched in 2013, the JHR Indigenous Reporter’s Program





Terminology 
Indigenous                         Aboriginal 

             Inuit                      Métis        First Nation          

                       
    Status Indian         Non-status Indian

                                



• “Indigenous” is becoming the preferred term by Indigenous Peoples themselves 
given the connection to and derivation from the land it connotes

• It expands the identity to a term recognized internationally and has definition 
within the United Nations

• Name changes:
CBC Aboriginal was rebranded as CBC Indigenous
Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development of Canada is
now Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada
Provinces have also changed names of ministries

•Whichever term you use: Capitalize

Indigenous vs. Aboriginal



•The largest Indigenous group in Canada

•Other terms used but not recommended: Native, Indian (un

•Categorized by the Canadian government between Status and 
Non-Status

•Whenever possible, it is best to identify which community (First Nation) 
an individual is from. Avoid using “reserve.”

•Avoid use of “tribe” to describe a First Nation group (Cree,  Anishnaabe, 
etc.). Use people or nation instead. 

•There are 634 First Nations recognized by the Canadian government

First Nations



•Métis is a nation-specific term connected to an Indigenous people in western 
Canada. They are a culturally distinct group recognized by the Canadian 
government

•Métis people evolved from the intermarriage of First Nations people and 
European settlers beginning in the 18th century and arose with their own 
specific identity, unique culture, traditions, language and way of life

•Do not use half-breed, mixed-breed, mixed-race, etc. in lieu of Métis. A person 
who has one Indigenous parent and a non-Indigenous parent does not qualify 
them as Métis. Often they are members of a First Nation.

•Métis “homelands” includes much of the Canadian Prairies centering on 
southern and central parts of Manitoba. 

Métis



Truth and Reconciliation 

“Reconciliation is not an Aboriginal 
problem; it is a Canadian one.”

• Of 94 recommendations, 3 specifically call 
on Canadian media to implement changes 





Stereotypes
• Duncan McCue’s W4D rule: 

• Warriors
• Drunk
• Dancing
• Drumming
• Dead

-> Any examples that you have seen of the above?
• ‘The Corrupt Chief’ 



Editorial Case 
Studies







Idle No More

https://aptnnews.ca/2012/12/
12/why-national-medias-ikea-
monkey-coverage-overshado
wed-idle-no-more-rallies/
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The Importance of Coverage
• Ensures appropriate and respectful stories
• Including positive stories counter crisis-based reporting
• Appropriate terminology and identity of community or individual(s) 

recognizes self-determination and empowerment
• A variety of voices shows the diversity of Indigenous people
• Stories need historical contexts to acknowledge that impacts are 

still felt
• Indigenous people are media savvy and take note of each outlet’s 

coverage. 
• There is a lot of relationship repairing that needs to be done - trust.
• Own up to mistakes and make corrections where required



2014-2017: Canada Wide 
• 1.05 % of all print and online media across 

Canada covered Indigenous topics



 Indigenous Journalists and Issues in the Media 
are Needed



Tips & Best Practices 
● Try to place Indigenous history in 

the context of your story. Issues 
like residential schools are not 
stand-alone issues, know the issues 
that surround residential schools, 
the legislation, the people, the 
history. How does it fit into the 
bigger story of Indigenous history 
in Canada?



Questions?

Contact Info: 
Ntawnis Piapot 
Twitter: @ntawnis 
Email: ntawnis.piapot@cbc.ca 

mailto:ntawnis.piapot@cbc.ca

